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The Effect of Age on the Area of Complete Spatial
Summation for Chromatic and Achromatic Stimuli

Tony Redmond,1,2 Margarita B. Zlatkova,1 David F. Garway-Heath,2

and Roger S. Anderson1,2

PURPOSE. Previously, an association between the area of com-
plete spatial summation (Ricco’s area) and age under scotopic
conditions had been found. The authors sought to determine
whether Ricco’s area is similarly associated with age under
photopic achromatic and selective S-cone conditions in periph-
eral vision and whether any association relates to a loss of
ganglion cell density as determined by measurements of pe-
ripheral grating resolution acuity.

METHODS. Achromatic spatial summation functions were plot-
ted for 68 healthy subjects (aged 20–77 years) in four oblique
meridians on a gray background field of 10 cd/m2. Similar
functions were generated for the S-cone pathway (isolated
using Stiles’ two-color threshold method) for the same loca-
tions. Ricco’s area was determined using two-phase regression
analysis. Achromatic peripheral grating resolution acuity was
measured at the same locations using high-contrast Gabor stim-
uli, as an estimate of localized functional ganglion cell density.

RESULTS. There was a notable decrease in overall contrast sen-
sitivity with age for all stimulus sizes. However, there was no
evidence of age-related change in Ricco’s area for either ach-
romatic (superior field, r2

� 0.05; inferior field, r2
� 0.0007; all

P � 0.05) or chromatic (superior field, r2
� 0.01; inferior field,

r2
� 0.006; all P � 0.05) stimuli, despite a significant decrease

in peripheral grating resolution acuity with age (superior field,
r2

� 0.15; inferior field, r2
� 0.17; both P � 0.05).

CONCLUSIONS. An age-related decline in functional ganglion cell
density is not accompanied by a significant change in Ricco’s
area for achromatic or chromatic stimuli. (Invest Ophthalmol
Vis Sci. 2010;51:6533–6539) DOI:10.1167/iovs.10-5717

R icco’s law states that for a range of small stimuli projected
on the retina, the total energy of the stimulus is constant at

threshold.1 Thus, at the limit of visual detection of such stimuli,
the area (A) and intensity (I) of the stimulus are inversely

proportional (A � I � k, where k � �1). However, for larger
stimuli, the law of complete summation does not hold, and
only partial summation of signals occurs.2,3 The largest stimu-
lus size for which Ricco’s law holds true is known as the area
of complete spatial summation or, more commonly, Ricco’s
area.

Spatial summation has long been considered a mechanism
for improving signal detection in the presence of noise; how-
ever, greater summation usually comes at the expense of re-
duced spatial resolution. Despite decades of classic studies on
spatial summation, the exact physiological mechanism that
dictates the size of Ricco’s area is still a topic of intense debate.
Various attempts to explain this phenomenon have resulted in
different and often conflicting hypotheses.4–13 When one con-
siders that spatial summation becomes incomplete beyond a
critical stimulus area, it is reasonable to speculate that some
sort of spatial inhibitory mechanism might be initiated and that
the limit of complete spatial summation might represent some
physiological or anatomic limit. Indeed, a relationship has been
shown between Ricco’s area and changing adaptation levels
that are known to be associated with lateral inhibition.6,14,15

The size of Ricco’s area is also influenced by visual field eccen-
tricity,9,11,16–19 stimulus duration,17,20 and wavelength.5,9,21

Significant previous work has led to the popular hypothesis
that the initial transition between complete summation and
partial summation results from inhibition at the retinal
level,6,9,11,12,14,17; however, other works have concluded
that changes in spatial summation can largely be accounted
for by optical factors, at least in the fovea,7,22 or by second-
stage spatial filters at a higher processing site.10,13 Other
studies remain undecided about the physiological basis of
Ricco’s area but offer intriguing arguments for and against
various stages in the visual pathway, from the preneural
ocular structures to the visual cortex.8

In the past 20 years, many different retinal ganglion cell
types have been described, and their physiological roles have
been investigated at length (Dacey DM, et al. IOVS 2002;43:
ARVO E-Abstract 2983).23–29 Consequently, many studies have
attempted to compare the size of Ricco’s area to what we now
know about the size and distribution of various cells in the
retina in an effort to accept or reject some of the aforemen-
tioned hypotheses and to explore any neural contribution to
the phenomenon. Volbrecht et al.9 measured Ricco’s area as a
function of eccentricity under both L-cone and S-cone isolation
conditions and found a stronger association between Ricco’s
area and ganglion cell density across the retina than between
Ricco’s area and the respective cone density for either path-
way. These authors proposed that Ricco’s area increased with
eccentricity to maintain a constant number of underlying reti-
nal ganglion cells. Vassilev et al.11 found that, under selective
S-cone conditions, Ricco’s area was closely associated with the
size of the dendritic field of the small bistratified cell with
increasing retinal eccentricity. These studies lend attractive
suggestions toward an explanation of the finding of Wilson17
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that, though Ricco’s area increased monotonically with retinal
eccentricity, the increment threshold for a stimulus of the
same size as Ricco’s area remained constant. Although it is
tempting to conclude that the change in Ricco’s area with
eccentricity is related to the changing density or distribution of
retinal cells, it must be borne in mind that the size of Ricco’s
area can be altered by modifying the temporal profile of the
stimulus and the background adaptation level. Thus, Ricco’s
area may be determined not only by the density of the under-
lying cells but also by the adaptation features of the responding
cell type, the higher-level neurons to which they project, or
both.

Using imaging and psychophysical techniques as well as
anatomic counts, several previous cross-sectional studies30–34

have indicated that the number of ganglion cells and their
axons in the human retina is associated with age. This has also
been observed in two longitudinal imaging studies.35,36 Since
the number of responding ganglion cells underlying Ricco’s
area appears to be constant under constant adaptive condi-
tions, at least with eccentricity, one might assume that the
critical summation area would be larger in older subjects, in
parallel with the age-related reduced ganglion cell number to
encompass a constant number of remaining cells. One might
also presume a change in Ricco’s area with pathologic ganglion
cell loss (see accompanying paper37).

Dannheim and Drance38 measured detection thresholds for
a range of differently sized achromatic stimuli and constructed
spatial summation functions. Although they concluded that
thresholds for all stimuli were certainly elevated in older sub-
jects and that the shape of the summation function did not
change, they did not specifically determine a parameter for
Ricco’s area. Brown et al.39 noted no significant change in
critical summation areas with age. However, this study inves-
tigated spatial summation in only a small number of subjects (9
young and 10 elderly observers), and it is now known that
sizable interindividual differences occur in the size of Ricco’s
area.8 Latham et al.40 demonstrated that, except for a reduced
sensitivity to the largest stimuli compared with the smallest
stimuli in older observers, summation curves for younger and
older observers could be superimposed neatly. The only study
to date that has purposefully investigated age-related changes
in Ricco’s area, under consideration of Ricco’s law and in a
relatively large number of subjects, is that of Schefrin et al.8

This study was performed under scotopic conditions, in which
the signal response is driven by rod photoreceptors. The au-
thors found that Ricco’s area increased linearly over their range
of subject ages and that, even though statistical significance
was reached, the relationship between Ricco’s area and age
was weak. By considering optical, retinal, and cortical factors
that might affect their spatial summation functions, various
mechanisms were proposed by the authors for such a change
in Ricco’s area. The authors concluded that the most likely
explanation for the changes they found in Ricco’s area was
retinal rewiring (i.e., a greater convergence of photoreceptor
signals on the remaining ganglion cells) in response to age-
related decline in ganglion cell density.

The purpose of the present study was threefold. First, we
sought to establish the association between Ricco’s area and
age under photopic and S-cone conditions. Second, we wanted
to compare the values of achromatic Ricco’s area with the
underlying ganglion cell density estimated by achromatic pe-
ripheral grating resolution acuity (see Ref. 41 for a major
review) for each subject.42 If the size of Ricco’s area is indeed
determined, in part, by the underlying retinal ganglion cell
density, one might expect both estimates to change together
with increasing age. Third, knowledge of the nature of any
change with age in Ricco’s area will aid in the interpretation of

pathologic findings, as has been suggested may occur in early
glaucoma12 and as investigated in the accompanying paper.37

In light of the available literature about the way in which
Ricco’s area changes under various adaptive and physiological
conditions, we might have expected, in this study, 1 of 3
possible outcomes. The first possibility was that an entirely
upward shift of the spatial summation curve, with no accom-
panying change in Ricco’s area, might be observed with a
uniform loss of sensitivity across all stimulus sizes. The second
possibility was that we might observe an entirely rightward
shift of the spatial summation curve with no upward shift,
indicating a change in Ricco’s area but no overall loss of
sensitivity. Such a finding may accompany age-related ganglion
cell loss. The third possibility was a mixed upward and right-
ward shift of the spatial summation curve. In this instance, an
enlargement in Ricco’s area would be observed along with an
elevated threshold for Ricco’s area.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects

Sixty-eight healthy white European subjects (mean age, 43 years;

range, 20–77 years), were tested. Of these subjects, 47 were tested at

the University of Ulster (Coleraine, Northern Ireland, UK), and 21 were

tested at Moorfields Eye Hospital (London, UK). Each had a refractive

error ��6.00 D in any meridian with astigmatism �1.25 D, and each

achieved a best-corrected visual acuity of 6/9 or better. All had clear

media. Optic nerve head rim area measurements were classified as

within normal limits for all observers by Moorfields Regression Analysis

(Heidelberg Retina Tomograph II; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg,

Germany). No subject had any other abnormal ocular or systemic

condition that was considered to affect visual performance. A conven-

tional visual field test (SITA 24-2 strategy) was performed twice for

each subject (Humphrey HFAII; Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). All sub-

jects demonstrated reliable results on both occasions, and none had

any visual field defects.

For the experimental tests, subjects underwent achromatic and

chromatic contrast detection tests using six circular test stimuli and a

peripheral grating resolution acuity test as described. Recruitment of

patients and subjects adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of

Helsinki.

Apparatus and Stimuli

All stimuli were generated on either a �-corrected 21-inch RGB monitor

(GDM-500PST; Sony Corp., Tokyo, Japan; pixel resolution, 1280 �

965; frame rate, 73 Hz) or a �-corrected 21-inch grayscale monitor

(Phillips Fimi MGD-403; Ampronix, Irvine, CA; pixel resolution,

1280 � 965; frame rate, 73 Hz) using a visual stimulus generator card

(Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK) and software (Psycho

v2.0; Cambridge Research Systems). For achromatic tests, stimuli were

superimposed on a uniform gray background with a luminance of 10

cd/m2. The maximum available luminance of test stimuli was 273

cd/m2. Chromaticity coordinates of the background central-fixation

cross and stimuli were x � 0.218 and y � 0.328 measured with a

spectraphotometer (Spectrascan PR-650 Spectra Colorimeter; Photo

Research Inc., Chatsworth, CA). The viewing distance for the achro-

matic tests was 102 cm. To plot achromatic spatial summation func-

tions, thresholds were measured for six circular incremental stimuli in

four oblique retinal locations at 10° eccentricity (as shown in Fig. 1),

ranging in size between 0.01 and 2.67 deg2 (achromatic) and 0.03 and

4.74 deg2 (chromatic). Stimulus duration was 200 ms with a square

temporal profile. The meridians chosen for both contrast sensitivity

tests were 36°, 144°, 216°, and 324°.

For the chromatic tests, the S-cone pathway was isolated using

Stiles’ two-color threshold technique.43,44 The yellow light was gener-

ated using a slide projector fitted with an OG530 long-wavelength pass

filter. Light was projected from below through a polymethyl methac-
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rylate (Perspex; Lucite, Southampton, UK) diffusing screen and was

reflected into the eye with a large 30% reflection semi-silvered mirror

inclined at 45°. The luminance of the resultant yellow light was 600

cd/m2, with chromaticity coordinates of x � 0.521, y � 0.474. Subjects

viewed the computer monitor, which was placed behind the mirror.

Blue circular test stimuli of different sizes were presented to the same

four retinal locations as the achromatic stimuli, and thresholds were

determined accordingly. Stimuli were presented on a uniform black

background on the Sony monitor. The maximum luminance of blue

stimuli was 6 cd/m2, with chromaticity coordinates x � 0.151 and y �

0.070. The OG530 yellow filter was chosen to isolate the S-cones

because of its efficacy at maximally stimulating, and thus adapting, the

L- and M-cones. However, it still causes some slight S-cone excitation;

thus, increment contrast thresholds (�I/I) were calculated. The fixa-

tion target consisted of two blue squares (0.4° � 0.4°) separated

vertically by 0.2° in the center of the monitor. Subjects were asked to

fixate the gap between the two squares during the experiment. The

viewing distance for chromatic tests was 60 cm.

Achromatic peripheral grating resolution acuity was investigated

under the same viewing conditions as the achromatic contrast detec-

tion task. Static sinusoidal grating stimuli (diameter, 3°; contrast, 90%)

that had the same mean luminance as the background were presented

within a Gaussian window (SD, 1.5) at the same four retinal locations

as the detection tasks. The gratings appeared either vertical or hori-

zontal at random. The achromatic background was identical with that

used in the achromatic detection experiment. Stimuli were presented

for 1 second, including a 300 ms stimulus onset and 300 ms decay.

The actual sizes of all stimuli were measured by hand from the

screen using a graticule. Nominal contrast levels were also regularly

checked by direct measurements from the monitor (the stimulus and

background were arranged as a bipartite scene for calibration) using a

photometer (OptiCal; Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK).

Results were corrected accordingly.

Correction of Refractive Error

Objective (retinoscopy) and subjective refraction were initially per-

formed foveally at 6 m for all subjects. Refractive correction was worn

for each psychophysical test where necessary, corrected according to

the particular experimental conditions. For the preliminary standard

automated perimetry (SAP) test (Humphrey HFAII; Zeiss Meditec), the

appropriate refractive correction was determined by the perimeter

software and was incorporated accordingly. For both the chromatic

and the achromatic tests, correction was subjectively refined for the

appropriate working distance and for the peripheral test locations

using a high spatial frequency grating target in the plane of the test

stimulus. Full-aperture trial lenses were introduced to find the opti-

mum correction for the task.45 Chromatic refraction typically resulted

in a correction approximately 1 D more myopic than achromatic

refraction because of longitudinal chromatic aberration.

Psychophysical Procedure

Chromatic and achromatic experiments were performed in a random

order and on separate days; however, the achromatic peripheral grat-

ing resolution test was carried out on the same day as the achromatic

detection test, but these were conducted in random order. One drop

of tropicamide hydrochloride (1%) was instilled in the test eye before

the experiments. When mydriasis (pupil �8 mm) was achieved, each

subject was asked to place his or her chin on a chinrest and head

against a headrest while looking straight ahead at the central fixation

target. Subjects adapted to the achromatic background for 1 minute

before commencement of the achromatic tests. Detection thresholds

were measured (in random order) for six different spot stimulus sizes,

each in a separate run. Within each run, all four retinal locations were

tested in an interleaved fashion. A Yes/No procedure and a best-PEST

adaptive thresholding algorithm46 were used to determine threshold

for each stimulus. Stimuli with 0% contrast were occasionally pre-

sented at the same loci to estimate the false-positive rate. The false-

negative rate was assessed by presenting stimuli with a contrast level

fixed sufficiently above the average threshold expected for their age

group, with consideration given to the stimulus size. Subjects were

asked to press one button if they were aware of a stimulus alongside the

simultaneous audio signal or a second button if they were unaware of a

stimulus. Thresholds were recorded by the software once the confidence

level exceeded 50%. An identical psychophysical procedure was used for

the chromatic tests; however, before these tests began, subjects under-

went dark adaptation for 10 minutes and 3 minutes of adaptation to the

yellow S-cone isolation field.

A spatial two-alternative forced choice strategy was used for the

achromatic peripheral grating resolution acuity test. Again, subjects

were asked to fixate a central target while gratings were presented to

the same four locations. The test was administered as an orientation

discrimination task in which subjects were required to press 1 of 2

buttons to indicate whether they perceived the peripherally viewed

grating to be oriented vertically or horizontally. The spatial frequency

increased by 10% after three correct responses and decreased by 10%

after one incorrect response. Threshold values were determined as the

average of four reversals. Checks for false-negative responses were also

used in this test. Fixation was monitored visually during all tests. All

subjects underwent a practice run on each test before the commence-

ment of each test. Tests were performed only after subjects indicated

that they fully understood the procedure.

Statistical Analysis

Thresholds for each stimulus size were initially averaged per hemifield

(i.e., superior and inferior) for each observer, and spatial summation

functions were constructed (two averaged functions per person). Two-

phase regression analysis47 (Levenberg-Marquardt estimation) was per-

formed on each function using SPSS (v15.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) to

determine a value for Ricco’s area. For the purposes of this analysis, the

slope of the first line was constrained to a value of �1 in accordance

with Ricco’s law, whereas the slope of the second line and the break-

point were allowed to vary. The estimated breakpoint was taken to

represent Ricco’s area. Estimates of Ricco’s area were determined for

each hemifield (superior and inferior) in each subject. Estimates were

VSG 

Detection Peripheral grating 

resolution acuity 

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of apparatus for achromatic detection
tasks (left monitor) and resolution acuity task (right monitor). All four
stimuli are shown simultaneously on each monitor for the purposes of
illustration. For the chromatic detection task, stimuli were arranged as
in the left monitor but with a black background; the monitor was
viewed through a semi-silvered mirror, and the yellow adapting field
was directed into the eye from a projector below.
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excluded from further analysis if the bilinear model did not fit the data

well (r2
�0.9, for the purposes of this study) or if the statistical

program could not perform a bilinear fit of the data because of an

atypical spread of data points. Of the 136 summation curves generated

across all subjects (68 superior and 68 inferior), six functions (four

superior, two inferior) were excluded from the achromatic data and 20

functions (10 superior, 10 inferior) were excluded from the chromatic

data. Subjects were also divided into five groups, based on age. Thresh-

olds for each stimulus size were averaged for each hemifield across

observers in each group, and spatial summation functions were con-

structed accordingly. Detection of the smallest chromatic stimulus

proved difficult for the older subjects, and several of them could not

detect it at maximum contrast (i.e., they demonstrated a ceiling effect).

Consequently, for these particular observers, data for the smallest

stimulus were considered unrepresentative of true contrast sensitivity

and were removed from the spatial summation curves. These data

were also removed from the averaged curve for the oldest group.

RESULTS

Average summation curves for each group and under each
stimulus condition for the superior and inferior hemifields are
plotted along with two-phase regression lines in Figure 2. Our
results show an age-related decline in overall sensitivity for
each stimulus size for both the achromatic and the chromatic
pathways. For achromatic stimuli, the mean threshold for the
smallest stimulus for older observers (older than 60 years;
mean age, 67 years; range, 60–77 years) was 0.19 log units
higher than the mean threshold for our youngest observers
(mean age, 22 years; range, 20–29 years). For the largest

stimulus, this difference increased to 0.37 log units. For the
S-cone pathway, the difference in threshold between the oldest
and youngest groups was 0.25 log units, and between the
smallest and largest stimulus it was 0.30 log units, with the
older group again demonstrating higher threshold values than
the younger group. An independent-samples t-test performed
on data for the largest and smallest stimuli revealed significant
differences between mean thresholds for the youngest and
oldest observers under both achromatic and selective S-cone
conditions (all P � 0.01). It is also apparent from this initial
analysis that there is no notable change in Ricco’s area as a
function of age for either stimulus type.

Ricco’s area for each observer is plotted as a function of age
in Figure 3. In agreement with previous studies,5,9,48 Ricco’s
area estimates were overall larger for chromatic than for ach-
romatic stimuli. We found no significant association between
the size of Ricco’s area with age for either achromatic stimuli
(superior field, r2

� 0.05; inferior field, r2
� 0.0007; both P �

0.05 for r2 values) or chromatic stimuli (superior field, r2
�

0.01; inferior field, r2
� 0.006; both P � 0.05 for r2 values). A

paired t-test on all Ricco’s area data for achromatic and chro-
matic stimuli showed no significant hemifield difference in
Ricco’s area for our subjects (achromatic, P � 0.52; chromatic,
P � 0.58). Separate paired t-tests on estimates of Ricco’s area
for the youngest observers (20–29 years) and for the oldest
observers (older than 60 years) revealed no significant hemi-
field difference in either group.

The effect of age on achromatic peripheral grating resolu-
tion acuity is shown in Figure 4. Linear regression revealed a
significant age-related decline in peripheral grating resolution
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FIGURE 2. Average spatial summa-
tion curves for each age group. Left:
results from the achromatic tests.
Right: results from the chromatic
tests. Top: superior field. Bottom: in-
ferior field. Error bars are shown for
the youngest and oldest group and
represent the 95% confidence inter-
vals for each averaged point.
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acuity in both hemifields (superior, r2
� 0.15; inferior, r2

�

0.17; both P � 0.05), with the slope indicating a change of 0.24
and 0.28 cyc/deg per decade for the superior field and the
inferior field, respectively. However, these hemifield differ-
ences were not significant (P � 0.5, paired t-test).

DISCUSSION

In accordance with previous studies,30,33,34 we found an age-
related decline in achromatic peripheral grating resolution
acuity and, hence, ganglion cell sampling density at the differ-
ent retinal locations tested. However, despite this decline in
resolution acuity, we found no evidence for an accompanying
change in Ricco’s area for either stimulus type. Since the exact
physiological basis for Ricco’s area has yet to be determined, an
explanation of these findings requires consideration of age-
related changes at various sites along the visual pathway (both
optical and neural). Normal aging in the eye is accompanied by
both a reduction in clarity of the crystalline lens49–51 and a
reduction in the population of retinal ganglion cells and their
axons.31,32,52–55

It is interesting that, given the numerous well-known age-
related changes in the structure and function of the visual
system, the fundamental function of spatial summation should
remain unchanged into advancing years. It is tempting to re-
port that our findings are similar to those of other studies that
measured spatial summation as a function of age38,40; however,
it is important to bear in mind that differences in experimental
conditions (e.g., adaptation level and the statistical models
used to describe the data) somewhat prohibit direct compari-
son between studies. It is reasonable to suggest that either (or

both) of these factors could partially explain differences in
findings between studies of spatial summation. Indeed, though
these differences limit comparison, they may aid in the inter-
pretation of different results for different visual pathways.
Although a numerical difference between thresholds for large
and small stimuli allows us to make broad assumptions about
the amount of spatial summation that has occurred between
these stimuli, this analysis affords little information about the
nature of summation and the point at which summation be-
comes incomplete (Ricco’s area). Furthermore, though previ-
ously published polynomial models satisfactorily describe spa-
tial summation data,38,40 they do not take into account the
classic notion of complete spatial summation for small stimuli.
Here we have used a two-phase regression model for each data
set, similar to that used by Schefrin et al.8 This model might
also be of limited use if one were to describe spatial summation
across larger stimulus sizes, for which the probability of sum-
mation may approach zero; however, for the range of stimulus
sizes used in the present study, the model is sufficient while
taking into account Ricco’s law.

It is clear that Ricco’s area has a very strong neural compo-
nent because it is highly affected by factors such as stimulus
duration and background adaptation. However, it is also appar-
ent that optical factors may make a contribution, primarily
because of widening of the point-spread-function (PSF) and
forward light scatter. By comparing the performance of live
subjects and an ideal observer model, Davila and Geisler7

demonstrated that optical factors can account for most, if not
all, of the phenomenon of Ricco’s area in the fovea. However,
in a recent adaptive optics study in young subjects, Dalimier
and Dainty22 showed that though the foveal Ricco’s area esti-
mate is diminished in size, it is not eliminated by the correction
of optical aberrations; an area of complete spatial summation is
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FIGURE 4. The effect of age on achromatic peripheral grating resolu-
tion acuity in (a) the superior hemifield and (b) the inferior hemifield.
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FIGURE 3. The effect of age on Ricco’s area for chromatic and achro-
matic stimuli in both the superior hemifield (top) and the inferior
hemifield (bottom). The broken lines at y � �0.83 and y � 0.37
represent the size of a Goldmann III target (used in SAP) and a
Goldmann V target (used in SWAP), respectively.
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still observed, demonstrating that Ricco’s area has a neural
component. The low-pass effect of young optics on the small-
est stimuli would result in a steepening of the left limb of the
spatial summation function. When a subsequent two-phase
regression model is fitted to these data and the slope of the first
line is constrained to �1, this will result in an apparently
larger Ricco’s area without adaptive optics. In the peripheral
retina, as tested in the experiments described here, however,
in which Ricco’s area and the stimuli to measure it are much
larger, any low-pass effect of optics would be much smaller.
Artal et al.56 measured the change in the optical modulation
transfer function (MTF) with age and found the greatest dete-
rioration at low spatial frequencies. It would follow, therefore,
that, in the present study, thresholds for our larger stimuli
should be disproportionately affected by aging optics, resulting
in an effect opposite to that shown by Dalimer and Dainty,
with an apparent decrease in Ricco’s area. As a control exper-
iment, Schefrin et al.8 modeled the effects of increased intraoc-
ular straylight and reduced MTF on their spatial summation
data. They concluded that though these factors caused an
overall elevation in stimulus detection threshold, neither had a
significant effect on the Ricco’s area estimate in their model.
Although this kind of modeling at the retinal level might lead
one to conclude that there is no effect of reduced optical
quality on Ricco’s area, the same cannot be concluded from
our data, for which spatial summation curves were plotted
using measurements of stimulus size from the monitor. Con-
sidering an enlarged PSF resulting from increased wide-angle
scatter, one might appreciate that because the spatial extent is
larger, Ricco’s area is “filled” sooner than if it were not af-
fected. The amount of luminous flux within this area would
govern threshold. If this is correct, one might expect an ap-
parent reduction in Ricco’s area under such conditions. In the
present study, it is reasonable to suggest therefore that an
increased Ricco’s area is masked by an artifactual decrease as a
result of age-related optical change.

Another attribute of reduced optical quality in older per-
sons is increased lens brunescence. The effect of lens brunes-
cence on the detection of achromatic Goldman III spot stimuli
(area, �0.83 log deg2) used in conventional perimetry has
been reported as negligible (McDowell DR, et al. IOVS 2005;
46:ARVO E-Abstract 710).57 However, many reports detail the
effects of lens yellowing on thresholds for larger (Goldmann V
stimulus; area, 0.37 log deg2) chromatic stimuli used in short-
wavelength automated perimetry58,59 and peripheral grating
resolution acuity.60 One might, therefore, expect a greater
age-related change in threshold (upward shift of the curves) for
chromatic stimuli than for achromatic stimuli because of selec-
tive absorption of blue light by the yellow crystalline lens.

If changes in Ricco’s area occur to maintain a constant
number of underlying responsive ganglion cells at any one
time,9,11 one would expect an enlargement of Ricco’s area
because of age-related ganglion cell loss. Estimates of underly-
ing ganglion cell density (per mm2) were obtained from indi-
vidual resolution acuity values in each hemifield of each sub-
ject using the conversion algorithm of Thibos et al.61 and
assuming a hexagonal array of ganglion cells. Linear least
squares regression indicates that our indirect estimate of gan-
glion cell density declines at a rate of 0.02 and 0.03 log units
per decade for the superior and inferior fields, respectively.
One may initially assume that Ricco’s area enlarges by the same
amount in the absence of optical influence. Given these small
numbers, it is reasonable to speculate that even small reduc-
tions in the optical MTF might confound any measurable
change in Ricco’s area with age.

Regardless of the effect of neural loss or declining optics on
Ricco’s area, in a clinical setting, an age-related change in
Ricco’s area may not be evident. Other factors may also mask

any observable change in Ricco’s area with age. The data
presented here are cross-sectional; therefore, high between-
subject variability (as seen in Fig. 3) could potentially mask any
subtle changes in Ricco’s area that might occur. Another factor
that could potentially add to the observed variability is mea-
surement noise. Two-phase regression analysis was used to
determine estimates of Ricco’s area based on six stimuli. Al-
though up to 50 iterations were used to determine breakpoint
values (representing Ricco’s area), these are, nonetheless, es-
timates based on a small number of test points. We are confi-
dent that our Ricco’s area values approximate the true value
given the regression coefficients of the nonlinear functions.

Ocular pathology, particularly if characterized by a greater
loss of retinal ganglion cells than that observable as a function
of normal aging, may afford a larger dynamic range over which
Ricco’s area may change. The accompanying paper investi-
gates changes in Ricco’s area in glaucoma.37
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